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ABSTRACT

One of the most important challenges in real-time simulation of large trees and vegetation is the vast number of calculations required to simulate the interactions between all the branches in the tree when external forces are applied to it. This paper will propose the use of algorithms employed by applications like cloth and soft body simulations, where objects can be represented by a finite system of particles connected via spring-like constraints, for the structural representation and manipulation of trees in real-time. We will then derive and show the use of Verlet integration and the constraint configuration used for simulating trees while constructing the necessary data structures that encapsulate the procedural creation of these objects. Furthermore, we will utilize this system to simulate branch breakage due to accumulated external and internal pressure.
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INTRODUCTION

In the field of real-time simulation great effort has been expended to simulate trees, both in realistic visual representation and in physically accurate force-dependant simulations. Some researchers have focused on correct representation of the tree [22] while others have focused on the physical simulation of the tree regardless of its shape [12]. And some researchers have focused on the link between the two, where the shape can directly influence the physics simulation [2]. The ultimate underlying goal would be to have a tree simulated that is visually correct and responds physically accurately to external forces.

Research relevant to the visual representation of trees is abundant. Over the past decades similar work like Wessl’en and Seipel [22] has taken advantage of the increase in rendering performance on computers, by using specialized hardware available to the general consumer, to address issues relative to visual representation of trees. This has greatly advanced the perspectives of future researchers in this field by showing how complex processes can be offloaded to dedicated hardware for greater speed using shaders. Classifications of tree generating algorithms have also been widely studied over the past few decades. Geometric tree growth algorithms and tree growth algorithms based on botanical principles have been adopted by different researchers for their advantages and disadvantages in rendering trees [1, 3, 4, 10, 11, 16, 17, 21].

But, as mentioned earlier, there is a relative dependency between the shape of a tree and the effect of external forces on the branches of the tree. Akagi and Kitajima’s [2] research in this field focuses on this relative connection, and uses Navier–Stokes equations of motion in fluid dynamics [19] to simulate the wind current coupled with other techniques that focus on the
homogeneity of the branches and leaves and models their resistance. Their focus is on simulating the wind and not just the tree. Other work by Ota et al. [12] uses mode functions to animate the deformation of the branches and leaves affected by the forces of wind, while excluding the changes in airflow, and focusing computation time solely on the tree animation.

A common data structure used for representing trees – for rendering or simulating, is one that includes position and rotation information, which indicate the recursive child’s position and orientation relative to its parent branch [2]. This information can be easily used to animate the swaying of the tree using techniques such as vertex morphing [22] or animation using joints [2], which can be physically derived, or not [22].

Comparable to the vast amount of research done in the field of real-time tree visualization and simulation is research done in the field of cloth and soft body simulation [5, 6, 7, 9, 13, 15, 18, 20]. Previous work done in this area of real-time simulation can be dated as far back as 1930’s in the textile industry [13]. More recent work in this field has broadened the horizon for future research. The underlying principle that shapes the foundation of research in this field is finite-element modeling with spring constraints [5, 6, 9, 13]. A recent proposal presented by Dr. Jos Stam, at the Montreal International Game Summit, extends the particle and constraint system by exploring the possibilities of incorporating this approach in simulating all forms of non-rigid and rigid body physics models [18].

In this paper we will combine both fields into one uniform approach for simulating trees. A combination of tree simulation techniques and cloth simulation algorithms will be utilized to accurately simulate, in real-time, the effects of external forces on trees. Also, a key component of this research is the ability to sever branches from the tree based on external forces, an effect made possible because of the finite-element composition approach.
The idea to develop this system was brought on by ongoing research done at the University of Central Florida in the Hurricane Visualization Project at IST. The key element that can make simulating trees in real-time almost impossible is the number of factors that can affect the shape and orientation of individual branches. Accurately simulating a tree is well beyond real-time processing with current technology. But assumptions and optimizations can be made when modeling a tree that can allow real-time simulation that behaves accurate enough.

The approach taken in this paper is similar to approaches used in simulating cloth. The subject of cloth simulation has led to a reasonably solid solution for updating and rendering cloth in real-time. The same method can be used to effectively simulate soft-body physics. This process requires the strategic positioning of particles to encapsulate the shape of the desired object, and the creation of constraints (springs) between particles to help the mesh keep its shape. Due to external forces, these particles will shift and move. Once a particle moves, the springs connecting the particle will get stretched or compressed, and forces are calculated based on these modifications in length. The forces are then used to update the particle’s position, and to help keep all particles in the relative position from which they initially started from.

One major difference between common algorithms used for cloth simulation and the algorithm used by this system is the choice of the integrator. This modification of Euler integration used in this system is known as Verlet integration, and is derived in the next section.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Methodology Overview

The main components of this approach are the choice of integrator and the configuration of constraints. The goal is to speed up calculations enough to be able to simulate a tree with sufficient detail in real-time. First, we will remove the common concept of a tree or a branch that is connected to other parts of the tree using a joint. A joint is a local offset transformation matrix for each section relative to its parent. In this system the concept of a joint is replaced with a particle. A particle on its own has no orientation information, and if required, it can be derived when necessary from its constraint connections.

In a joint based system one will have to compute local forces – linear, angular momentum and velocity, to derive a rotation matrix that can be applied to the joint, and rotate the branch. These are calculation steps that can be avoided with the use of Verlet integration as our preferred integrator for updating the particles in conjunction with the use of iterative constraints for simulating the springs connecting these particles. Verlet works off of the change in previous time-steps’ positions to figure out its next position in time, while iterative constraints estimate and modify the position of the particles they are connected to based on a difference in distance between two time-steps. This setup will result in implicit application of force onto particles and Verlet integration will handle the rest.

A key point to be made here is the residual effect of multiple constraints on a single particle, and that is why the configuration of constraints is also an important factor in this approach. More specifically, since a single particle can be connected to multiple particles via constraints, it is possible that once the particle position is solved at the end of a given time-step...
that this position may vary by the time the beginning of the next simulation time-step has been reached. This is due to the fact that other particles connected to our particle of interest may have also moved in that same simulation time-step. Once the constraints connecting these particles are solved the result is a pull or a push of our particle of interest, and therefore, a change in position, which would also mean an implicit application of force and calculation of velocity.

*Simulation Forces*

As mentioned earlier, the proposed system uses an adaptation of cloth simulation techniques in terms of the algorithm used for solving the constraints and updating the particles [9, 13]. In the simulation cycle, for each time step, the particles are affected by the accumulated forces on them. These forces can be local to the specific particle, or global to the entire tree system. A global force is similar to gravitational force or wind forces that affect every particle in the system. A local force is similar to someone grabbing a tree branch and pulling it down towards them. These forces are accumulated and applied to the corresponding particles in the system prior to calling the integrator on them. The next section will derive the mathematical basis for Verlet integration for better understanding of its implicit computation of velocity.
Mathematical Analysis

Verlet Integration

Verlet integration is the preferred integrator used for solving the positions of the particles. The integrator used in this simulation is one that implicitly calculates the velocity. The use of this integrator takes into account the particles position change between every frame, and utilizes this information to calculate a new position for the particle. The new calculated position is then used to update the particle’s position in the next simulation time step. We will derive Verlet integration to better understand the correlation between velocity and its effect in this system, and to define the impact of Verlet integration on the overall effectiveness of its use in this system.

Using Taylor Series we can represent a function $f(x)$ in terms of the series expansion of the function about a point as displayed in Equation 1 below:

$$f(x + \Delta x) = f(x) + f'(x)\Delta x + \frac{f''(x)}{2!} \Delta x^2 + \frac{f'''(x)}{3!} \Delta x^3 + \ldots + \frac{f^n(x)}{n!} \Delta x^n$$

(1)

Each particle in the finite system of the tree can be defined by its position as a function of time $(t)$, where $f(x) = \tilde{r}(t)$. Using this simple substitution we can simply rewrite Equation 1 to obtain a more constant relevant version of the same equation shown below in Equation 2. Here $\tilde{r}(t + \Delta t)$ is the position of the particle as a function of time at $(\Delta t)$ time in the future with $\tilde{v}(t)$ as the first derivative of our particle’s position – velocity, and $\tilde{a}(t)$ as the second derivative of our particle’s position – acceleration.
\[ \vec{r}(t + \Delta t) = \vec{r}(t) + \vec{v}(t) \Delta t + \frac{\vec{a}(t)}{2} \Delta t^2 + \varepsilon \Delta t^3 \]  

(2)

Higher order expansions can be neglected from our calculations since they will have little impact on the accuracy of the final result. In this case any component past acceleration is not important to us – such as the third derivative of position jerk/jolt \( \dddot{j}(t) \). Once we have defined our function in terms of position at time \( (\Delta t) \) we will need to figure out a way to remove the velocity factor from the equation. This can be done by expressing the equation using time \( (\Delta t) \).

Equation 3 shows position as a function of \( (t - \Delta t) \).

\[ \vec{r}(t - \Delta t) = \vec{r}(t) - \vec{v}(t) \Delta t + \frac{\vec{a}(t)}{2} \Delta t^2 - \varepsilon \Delta t^3 \]  

(3)

Finally, we will add Equation 2 and Equation 3 to get the final equation of motion shown in Equation 4.

\[ \vec{r}(t + \Delta t) + \vec{r}(t - \Delta t) = 2\vec{r}(t) + 2 \frac{\vec{a}(t)}{2} \Delta t^2 \]  

(4)

And after rearranging the variables we derive the final form of the Verlet integration function displayed in Equation 5, where \( \vec{r}(t + \Delta t) \) is the final position of the particle after \( \Delta t \). \( \vec{r}(t) \) is the current position of the particle at time \( t \). \( \vec{a}(t) \) is the sum of all forces applied to the particle at time \( t \). \( \vec{r}(t - \Delta t) \) is the old position of the particle prior to previous integration step. Equation 5 is used to predict the position of a particle based on its old position at time \( (\Delta t) \).
\[ \ddot{r}(t + \Delta t) = 2\ddot{r}(t) - \ddot{r}(t - \Delta t) + \dddot{a}(t)\Delta t^2 \]  

(5)

As we can see, velocity is removed from the final form of the equation. Velocity can be obtained easily if required. To get velocity we can evaluate the following term \( \dot{v}(t) = \ddot{r}(t) - \ddot{r}(t - \Delta t)/\Delta t \).

Again, the key information to take note here is the term \( \ddot{r}(t - \Delta t) \). This is the old position of the particle that needs to be saved from the previous time-step. This old position does in fact hold the velocity information implicitly, and its difference from the current position \( \ddot{r}(t) \) determines the estimated implicit velocity of the particle at time \( (t + \Delta t) \). So if the position of the particle at time \( t \) is modified, the velocity will implicitly increase or decrease for that time-step, and its effect will carryover to the next time-step. This is the underlying detail that allows velocity calculations to be dropped from the integration step, and allow the constraints to work hand-in-hand with the integrator – more on constraints in the next section.

**Iterative Constraints**

Verlet integration works in conjunction with the constraint solving method to simulate stretch and sheer effects on the tree structure. The constraints use a simple estimating approach to keep the particles within a normalized distance [7]. Every two particles have a defined distance from each other, and after forces are applied to them, the standard distance between them will change. The constraint will take the change in the distance, either being stretched or compressed, and will add half of the total change in the length of the two particles to each particle’s position, connected to the constraint, in opposite directions. As explained in the previous section, this shift in position of the particles will result in the creation of velocity during
the next iteration of the Verlet integrator, and therefore, a simple adjustment of a system of constraints will have a global effect on all the particles in the system.

Since one particle is connected to more than one constraint, this solution will result in an already positioned and solved particle to move multiple times during one simulation time-step. In the end, this will not cause a problem, provided that during every simulation time-step the constraints are solved multiple times – hence the word Iterative Constraint. Allowing the system to converge to a stable state, where the preferred distance between all particles is close to the normalized distance, dictates a minimum required number of iterations needed per simulation time-step. If the number of iterations on the constraints is high, then the system will be stiff and the possibility of the structure reverting to its original shape is greatly increased. In contrast, if the number of iterations is low, then the system will be flexible and fluid in terms of reverting to its original shape. A high level of iteration is used to simulate strong trees that will not bend easily under pressure, and low iterations are used to simulate structures similar to grass or long, thin, and flexible trees and/or branches.

The seven steps in calculating and updating the constraints are listed in code logic below:

Step 1: Get particle A and B’s position
Step 2: Calculate distance between A and B
Step 3: $\Delta = rest\ length - \|AB\|$
Step 4: Stretch multiplier = elasticity * (1.0 – rest length * length of ($\Delta$))
Step 5: $\Delta = \Delta \times Stretch\ multiplier$
Step 6: If (particle A can be updated) particle A position.xyz += $\Delta$.xyz
Step 7: if (particle B can be updated) particle B $position_{xyz} = \Delta_{xyz}$

The variable $elasticity$ is the level of correction reduction ratio when calculating the change in length. By default it is set to 1.0 but a reduction in this value will reduce the effects of the iteration on a particular constraint – keeping the number of iterations the same across a group of constraints while reducing the effect of a select few when needed. The final $stretch$ $multiplier$ is applied to $\Delta$ in order to scale its effect. Although the variables $elasticity$ and $stretch$ $multiplier$ are being used in the steps above it is recommended that they are not modified to ensure stability of all branches in the final simulation.
Tree Structure and Algorithms

The configuration of the constraints and particles is essential to this system. The tree structure is broken down into 3 sections: the branch section, the Branching Plane section, and the root section. Figure 1 shows the overall constraint configuration and major tree sections.

![Simulation Tree Model](image)

Figure 1 - Simulation Tree Model

Branch Structure

The branch section is a generalized structure that will also be used to define the tree’s trunk. The branch structure is the defining structure for the skeleton of the tree. It consists of the Branching Plane (dark gray), Branching Plane constraints (dark green), five structural particles (red), the skeletal particles (black), skeletal constraints (purple), and the structural constraints (green). The use of four particles for the skeletal constraints is intentional in order to take into account the forces in every direction applied to the branch’s skeletal structure. The possibility of using three particles was considered, but during the simulation testing phase, it proved to be
unstable under a limited number of iterations and the result would cause the tree trunk to bend uncontrollably in one direction and fall over at a reasonable iteration count, regardless of the stiffness of the constraints.

_Branching Plane Structure_

The Branching Plane is a structure used to define the direction of a branch’s growth, and allow branches to connect to other branches as children. The Branching Plane has a normal that defines the direction of creation for the skeletal particles and constraints. The five structural particles are derived from the Branching Plane’s position, normal, and tangent vectors. Once the five structural particles are defined, the skeletal particles are generated, and their constraints are created and connected. From every skeletal particle, a structural constraint is branched out and connected to the structural particles. These constraints are the main elements in simulating stretching and bending along the branch object.

_Connecting Branches_

The Branching Plane is the key in creating and generating branches, and if this structure is attached to a skeletal particle of another branch then it can shift and move with that particle while keeping its general angle of orientation relative to that particular skeletal particle. In order to connect a branch as a child to another branch we define 3 shared particles and 2 shared constraints between the branching plane of the child branch and the skeletal structure of the parent branch. The center particle of the branching plane and 2 of the structural constraint – one above and one below the center particle are actually direct references (pointers) to particles on the parent branch. Also, the constraints created between these particles are maintained by the parent branch since the particles origination is in the hierarchy of the parent branch. The
resulting effect of this unique setup is evident when forces are applied to the hierarchy. This effect would be simulated by one branch moving under force and affecting all the child branches attached to it, or one child branch moving under some force and causing its parent branch to move.

Great care must be taken when constructing these connections since, from a programming point of view, many references are pointing at the same shared memory. This is clearly evident when branch breakage is employed. Due to all the cross-referencing connection between constraints and particles in parented branches it is extremely easy to simply not properly de-reference a pointer from the child branch to the parent, or to forget to allocate the shared constraints and particles in a child branch once it is disconnected from its parent. Therefore, it is highly suggested that some form of a reference table should be maintained internally for each branch structure so it can properly identify who its parent is and what connection need to be released and allocated locally. Figure 2 shows a two branch configuration with the Branching Plane system.
Figure 2 – Branch Parenting
Right – Structural Constraints Shown
Left – Only Skeletal Constraints Shown
Root Structure

The root section is connected to the branch section to simulate the forces applied at the collar and root of the tree. There is only one root system in the entire tree structure that is indicated with the light gray color in Figure 1 above. The root system is static and is not affected by forces in the system, which means it will not move under any circumstances. There are 4 constraints generated from the root system that connect to the main trunk’s Branching Plane. These constraints will represent the forces applied to the collar and roots of the tree. The strength of the root system is defined by the number of iterations the constraints use to solve forces, and the maximum stretch length the constraints allow. The maximum stretch length is the length at which the constraint will still be able to solve and modify its connected particles. Once the length of a root constraint stretches beyond the maximum stretch length, the constraint is cut, resulting in a weight shift on the remaining root constraints and therefore simulating a tree collapsing under its own shifted center of mass.

Tree Generation

In the introduction we had mentioned the existence of many different approaches used to accurately generate a visual model of a tree. It was mentioned that geometric tree growth algorithms and tree growth algorithms based on botanical principles have been adopted by different researchers for their advantages and disadvantages in rendering trees [1, 3, 4, 10, 11, 16, 17, 21] for some time now. In this research project the focus was not on accurately modeling the visual representation of the tree, but indirectly there was a relationship. To be able to determine if this model was accurately representing a tree some assumptions had to be made. The model tree adopted by this project was an Oak tree. To model the tree a total of 11 branches
were defined that were static in nature, which means they were always going to be created at the exact same spot of the tree with the exact same number of particles for their lengths. This guaranteed that the model tree would at the least be close to an Oak tree in shape and structure. Once this foundation was established a recursive algorithm was utilized to systematically generate random branches on each of the static branches defined earlier. The final result from this assumption, seen in Figure 3, generated trees that were random in some elements while still maintaining the desired overall shape of an Oak tree.

Figure 3 – Simulated Oak Tree From SimTree Application
Solving the Forces

Using the three structures defined – branch, root, and Branching Plane, one can now construct a tree. A tree object encapsulates the root, all the branch objects, and all the corresponding Branching Planes associated with each branch. When any form of global force is introduced into the system – like gravity, it is accumulated and saved in a single variable. After all forces have been accumulated the update function is called on the tree object. This function takes a time-step, which is used to update the Verlet Integration function in all the particles creating the tree object.

The next step in the update process is constraint solving. Constraints are solved for each branch starting from the main (trunk) branch independently. Once all constraints have been solved for their required amount of iterations, the root constraints are solved. At the end any major shifts in the branches will cause the trunk of the tree to shift in that direction, and any major shifts in the trunk of the tree will affect the final length of the root constraints. So in essence, the tree is solved from the inner most branches outward and the final forces are applied to the root. This will allow the possibility of breaking the root constraints upon receiving too much force from the tree it is supporting.

Every 3 particles in a branch will do a simple point-to-plane half-space collision test at the end of every loop when a constraint is solved. This is to ensure that during a time-step a branch did not get forced in an opposite direction at a great velocity due to constraint solving, and that any breakage in the branch is only caused by external forces applied to it. The following code sections show the logic flow of each structures update call.
Tree structure updates code logic:

Step 1: For each branch accumulate forces and update

Step 2: For each root’s constraint iteration solve the root constraints

Step 3: Reset force

Branch structure updates code logic:

Step 1: For each particle apply forces and do Verlet integration

Step 2: Update branch’s Branching Plane Verlet Integration

Step 3: For each constraint iterations solve branch constraint and do collision, solve Branching Plane constraint, and if it is a child branch do collision with parent Branching Plane.

Breaking Branches

A branch is considered broken when the final direction of its skeletal constraint is beyond a threshold relative to a cone around the initial direction of the branch. Breaking off branches is not a time dependant process but rather an iteration dependant process which means at a given time-step a branch could potentially move from a broken state to a non-broken state multiple times. This is possible due to the fact that constraints are solved one at a time, and at any given iteration a single constraint could have caused the branch to go beyond its threshold for breakage. Therefore, checking to see if a branch is broken should happen only after all constraints have been solved – generally at the end of an entire simulation time-step. This will guarantee that if the branch returns positive for being broken then there is no doubt that the final state of all constraints had placed it in that situation, and removal of the branch is valid.
At the end of every simulation time-step the branch will internally cycle through all the child branches attached to it directly and will determine if they are broken. If a branch is broken then it will detach itself from its parent internally while the parent drops any reference to that child in its local children list.

The detachment process involves multiple steps. First, the child branch will remove all attached constraints and shared particle references to its parent. The child branch will need to allocate these missing particles and redefine its Branching Plane, while keeping its direction the same as the last updated direction from the simulation time-step. The second step is to tell its parent to remove references to it so an invalid child branch is not updated by the parent by the next time-step. The third step is to remove any constraints between this broken branch’s children and their grand parent branch and redirect these connections to be made with their parent instead. Once all three steps are completed the final branch will be an isolated entity that can be inserted into a global list of tree objects set for updates. A key note that needs to be taken into consideration here is the lack of a root structure. Even though once the child branch is isolated a root structure is automatically generated, it is considered a false root since it will not have any static particles to hold the branch down to the ground.

If none of the first level branches to the parent branch are detected as broken the function will continue to recursively traverse down each child branch until it finds a broken branch that can be removed. This effect happens every time-step at the end of update for all child branches until a list of all possible broken branches is constructed and added to the global list of independent tree objects in the environment.

The next section will introduce all adjustable variables used in this simulation that can be modified in order to properly model any type of tree with its unique physical characteristics.
Adjustable Variables

Some of the configurable elements in this simulation model of a branch structure are listed below:

- The distance between structural particles from the center of the Branching Plane can be modified. The modification of these elements will affect the bending force required for the branch object. The closer the particles are to the center of the Branching Plane the less force is required to bend the branch object, and more bending force will get applied under its own weight.

- Distance between each skeletal particle when creating the skeletal constraints can also be adjusted. The distance between two skeletal particles affects the flexibility in the branch structure. The farther apart two skeletal particles are, the more flexible the branch structure. This variable can be modified at different heights of the tree. For example, we can increase the distance as we create higher branch segments farther away from the Branching Plane’s origin. This will allow the top segments of the branch to bend more easily relative to the stiffer segments of the branch that are closer to the collar of the branch.

- Constraint solver iterations are modifiable relative to every skeletal particle. At every branch segment we can set the number of iterations we want to use for solving the skeletal constraints independent from other skeletal particles. With this mechanism we can directly affect the flexibility of a branch segment – the higher the iteration the more rigid the branch segment, and the lower the iterations the more flexible the branch segment.
• The root structure also has a particle at every constraint. These particles are static and do not get modified when the root constraint are solved, and the entire change in length (increase/decrease) of the constraint’s length is applied to a single particle on the branch. The further the distance of these particles the more strength is added to the root system in general.

• Maximum constraint length and iteration can be used to determine the strength of the root system. The higher the maximum constraint length the more flexible the root system, and the less likely it will break under pressure.
RESULTS

In order to test this research some assumptions were made and, as mentioned earlier, some of these assumptions were necessary so that a correct model for the tree could be generated. One of these assumptions was the static 11 branches generated on top of the trunk. These were used to get a relative correct shape for an Oak tree. On top of each of these static branches a few randomly generated branches were created. To generate a random branch a function was developed that would take a set of parameters, and based on those inputs it would recursively generate multiple branches. The function is initially fed a branch pointer to the static branch, a total number of particles that can be used to make branches from, a total maximum number of branches desired on this limb, a starting branch index, and a counter for the current number of branches created. The code snippet below shows this recursive function’s logic:

Step 1: If current branch count is greater than total number of branches to create or there are only 3 particles in the parent branch then skip creation and return index of branch.

Step 2: For each number of branches to create:

- Generate a random center of Branching Plane on parent
- Generate a random number of segments from particles left in particle pool
- Generate a random direction using template <rand 0-1, 1, rand 0-1>
- Create branch and add to child list of parent
- If we still have room to create branches on the entire tree total branch count then call the recursive function again using parent branch
Figure 4 shows the breakage of branches in action when a force of ~80 mph wind is acting on the tree.

![Figure 4 – ~80 mph Wind Effect on Oak tree](image)

The current un-optimized developed application prototype is capable of simulating a tree with 130 branches, and run at a minimum of 60 frames per second. For an application running at 60 FPS we have determined that a time-step of 0.043 seconds performs the best where the tree branches react more realistically to global forces applied to them – future work will explore
time-steps that are FPS independent, but for the purpose of this research it is constant at 0.043 seconds for 60 FPS with standard gravitational force of 9.8g.

It was observed that the system was stable and all general structural branches are maintaining a relatively correct direction in relation to their parent branches. The tension on the root system was also visible when high winds were applied to the system.
CONCLUSION

The goal of this project was to fully simulate a tree in real-time with both external and internal forces acting on it. This not only requires simulating the forces that affect a single branch, but also the forces between branches. To achieve this multithreaded force application a finite-element system of particles and constraints was introduced that encompasses all the necessary interactions. With use of Verlet integration implicit application of force can be achieved by simply modifying the positions of particles in the system.

Future versions of this simulation software will include simulation of tree growth using L-System theories for generation of new branches, while dynamically manipulating the size of older branches. This physical manipulation of the tree object will also introduce unique circumstances for the branches such as knots and curves in the structures.

Also, a more realistic visual representation of the tree should be produced. This criterion will be achieved via a technique that for now we will call Depth Mapping. The general idea is to simulate the semi-cylindrical shape of a branch using a single billboard that is axis bound for rotation. Then with the use of GPU specific functionalities, routines will be developed to simulate depth and roundedness to the simple billboard quad. This rendering technique coupled with foliage generation using static particle systems should introduce the detail necessary.

Literature research in the area of tree simulation has determined that this approach is unique, and previous work done in the field of tree simulation has not fully considered the use of cloth simulation techniques in representing semi-rigid flexible bodies, such as trees with firm branches. We hope that this paper will further advance studies in the field of real-time simulation using finite-element systems, and provide a much more needed detail to an area being
advocated by physicists and programmers, where entire physics engines are developed that can simulate all forms of physical behaviors by simply implementing the most basic components – which are particles and constrains.
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